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3. Ensure th at our inventions 
are focused on socia l or 
commercia l wea lth creation. 

1 . Take an active interest in a ll 
th at surrounds us and link this 
to engineering principles. 2. Creatively apply our engineering 

and contextua l knowledge to the 
solution o f problems – today and 
in the future.

Engineering and Technology was established at Massey University over 40 years ago. Graduates can now 
be found in New Zealand and around the world in careers including technical design, manufacturing and 
general management. Today, Massey Engineering offers a wide range of courses at both undergraduate 
(BEng, BSc and B.Construction) and postgraduate (diploma, masters and PhD) level.

Specific areas of study include Mechatronics, Electronics and Computer Engineering, Communications, 
Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering, Industrial Management and Innovation, Computer Science and 
Information Technology and Food Technology.

Massey Engineering prepares graduates who have a sound basis in engineering knowledge with 
an ability to apply this knowledge in the wider context of society, industry, economy and the 
environment. Through an emphasis on project-based learning, Massey Engineering graduates 
are well prepared with practical, problem solving, management and communication skills.

The culmination of the undergraduate degree programme is the final year project. Here, students 
apply all their knowledge to the solution of real life commercial or industrial problems.  
This booklet presents summaries of the Engineering and Food Technology 4th year 
projects from 2010.

Welcome

For more information 
email: engineering@massey.ac.nz 
or visit: www.me.ac.nz
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Industria l Management & Innovation
Successful innovation demands the understanding and integration of a wide range of inputs. 
Industrial Management & Innovation at Massey Engineering provides the students with an 
excellent basis in engineering, complemented with industrial management, quality assurance, 
marketing and innovation practice. 

Graduates in Industrial Management & Innovation are well placed to take on roles which demand 
an ability to work in a multi-functional environment where a high level of communication and 
integrated problem solving is essential.

The Butterfly
By replicating the complex micron- and nanometer-scale photonic structures that help 
give butterfly wings their color, researchers have demonstrated a new technique that 
uses biotemplates for fabricating nanoscale structures that could serve as optical 
waveguides, optical splitters and other building blocks of photonic integrated circuits. 
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Japeth Jacob 
Matevulu College 
Major: Engineering and Industrial Management
Supervisor: Mr Alan Wright  Investigation of Hybrid Inventory 

Management
This project comprises of a literature review of the Theory of 
Constraint approach to inventory management and other hybrid 
methods which have reorder interval as major components 
and emergency reorder point as minor components. It 
involved creating appropriate test data to simulate typical 
inventory scenarios including creation of Excel model, testing 
alternative approach to inventory management. Moreover it 
covers full analysis to the potential effectiveness in different 
supply chain scenarios.
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Michael Kearins 
Palmerston North Boys High  
Major:  Engineering and Industrial Management 
Supervisor: Mr Alan Wright   

DBR efficiency at Skope Industries Ltd
This aim of this project was to propose a new scheduling and buffer 
management method, as well as a formal continuous improvement method 
for Skope Industries Ltd. Skope manufactures commercial refrigeration and 
heating units, and uses Goldratt’s Theory of Constraint’s Drum-Buffer-Rope 
manufacturing strategy. The project proposed using Simplified Drum-Buffer-
Rope (S-DBR) to create a more efficient operation.

Additional plant investment required a new scheduling and buffer management 
method to reflect changes in operations. S-DBR uses the earliest due date as 
work order release control, the market is the constraint, and only a shipping 
buffer exists. A measurement system to capacity plan the resource closest 
to being the active constraint was proposed for daily monitoring to keep it 
between 80% - 90% resource utilisation. Under S-DBR, all other departments are 
unscheduled and operate on the Roadrunner ethic, working when work is available. 

A continuous improvement method was proposed based on the buffer management 
monitoring. This method can be used to adjust lead-time and improve product quality. 
A list of ideas for resource constraint exploitation and subordination was generated to 
help achieve the required resource utilisation and improved production flow. 

CONFIDENTIAL



Cheng Zeng 
Schooled Overseas 
Major: Product Development
Supervisor: Mr John Gawith  EPS Recycling 

Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) waste is generally not acceptable 
in NZ’s recycling programs. This project developed a mobile 
recycling system designed to recycle EPS waste. It is reasonable 
to believe that this mobile solution has a vast market potential. 
The new recycling system will provide several waste EPS 
drop off points within local communities. This project is 
likely to create a win-win scenario both on environmental 
preservation and return on investment.
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Lucia Stewart  
The Vocational Electrotechnical  
School of Engineering in Slovakia
Major: Engineering and Industrial Management 
Supervisor: Prof Richard Harris and 
A/Prof Donald Bailey  

Enhanced NetFPGA Demonstrators 
The aim of this project is to develop tools for teaching and demonstration 
purposes which will aid tertiary students gain better understanding of 
computer network IP routing principles and associated technologies, such 
as basic firewall functionality.

A feature of this project is the use of networking functionality that is based on 
the use of hardware to perform router functions instead of the more traditional 
use of software to perform these tasks. The hardware implementation is based 
around the use of Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology to provide 
this capability.

A minimal computer network, as utilized in this project, implements a network of 
three computers equipped with Network Interface Cards (NIC) that are FPGA based 
incorporating 4 high-speed Gigabit Ethernet ports and known as NetFPGA cards. 
They allow a user to build working prototypes of high-speed, hardware accelerated 
networking systems

The project involves the development of several demonstrator applications that show 
the versatility and advantages of hardware based router technology.



Sally Caines  
Tauranga Girls College
Major: Product Development
Supervisor: Mr John Gawith  Supertuff wheelbarrow 

The aim for this project was to design a product capable of 
carrying and depositing large light, bulky loads and heavy dense 
loads around the garden. The product must also have the ability 
to carry garden tools. Initial specifications were developed from 
this aim, including removing the dynamic lift and push action 
required to tip contents out of a wheelbarrow. 

The project was broken into three subsystems. The final 
product uses a lever arm and rollers to lift the bowl to an 
angle of 350 where it locks in place using a friction brake. 
This allows the user to empty the contents with only a lift 
action. The brake system allows the removal of the front 
bumper bar. 

A redesign of the bowl increases the capacity of the 
barrow while a cover allows the containment of light 
bulky loads. This new bowl design also incorporates a 
tool box at the back of the bowl for the containment 
of small tools. Sprung clips and small ratchet and 
ladder straps attached to the top and side of the 
bowl allow the transportation of long tools of 
varying diameters.
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Scott de Jong  
Athenaeum College, Hageveld
Major: Product Development 
Supervisor: Dr Aruna Shekar, Mr Chris Chitty, Dr Sanjay Mathrani 

Real Time Music Visualisation
Music Interactive Light: glowing colourful bubbles ‘dance to the music’. 
Music commonly played in bars, it is clear that the tempo is often clearly 
defined in the lower frequencies. By looking at a number of samples and 
identifying peaks, it is possible to find the tempo of a song.

A lighting solution that creates a visual representation of the music being 
played is something that is not commonly available at this time. Combining 
the complex motion that occurs when an air bubble travels upwards through a 
liquid with lighting was considered to have to most potential out of the concepts 
considered. Using a viscous liquid ensures it takes the bubbles a relatively long 
time to ascend and allows for larger, rounder bubbles. Small residual bubbles aid 
in diffusing the light. In the base, a multicoloured LED system lights the assembly. 
In addition, the bubble release is controlled to be in time with the music.

Several experiments were carried out to optimise the bubble size and shape, liquid 
viscosity and surface tension, material strength and optical properties such as 
intensity and diffusion. A beat detection algorithm was also developed. Prototype 
testing resulted in a robust, fascinating interactive light appropriate for bars. 
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The Dragon fly
The body of a dragonfly looks like a helical structure wrapped with metal. 
Two wings are cross-placed on a body that displays a colour gradation 
from ice blue to maroon. This structure equips the dragonfly with supreme 
maneuverability. No matter at what speed or direction it is already moving, 
it can immediately stop and start flying in the opposite direction. 

Mechatronics
Increasingly, modern industry relies on the solution of problems requiring a range of engineering 
skills. Mechatronics is a combination of precision mechanical engineering, electronic control 
and computer technology for the design of products and processes. 

Graduates in Mechatronics are sought after around the world and are found in a wide range of 
occupations including project management, industrial automation, product and process design 
and manufacturing.
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Callum Murton   
Gisborne Boys High School 
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr. Loulin Huang    PC-based control of an UAV 

The agricultural industry provides potential opportunities for the 
effective use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), particularly for 
tasks such as surveillance, transportation of small payloads, and 
precision crop dusting. 

A PC-based control system for a micro air vehicle (MAV) has 
been designed and developed as a first step into this research 
field. The system consists of an electronic helicopter 
modified to carry an inertia measurement unit (IMU) and 
wireless transmitter, a PC-based ground control computer 
(GCC) program, and an interfacing electronic circuit 
between the GCC and the helicopter’s modified hand-
controller.

Both manual and open-loop automated control via the 
GCC have been achieved. Test flights have also been 
successfully carried out while logging the IMU data. 
While significant ground has been covered within 
the scope of this project, a large amount of work is 
still required before stable closed-loop control can 
be achieved. The work completed for this project 
provides the test-bed in which the necessary 
upgrades and improvements can be determined 
in order to take the project forward.
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Jeffrey Ho   
Kings College 
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Prof Peter Xu 

Advanced Sensing Cane 
Electronic Travel Aid is a form of assistive technology with the purpose of enhancing the mobility of the blind or visually impaired. Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID), a wireless recognition system, was chosen as a suitable method for indoor localization and orientation 
estimation.

The RFID tags will be organized in a particular pattern in the environment to provide accurate position information. The benefit of using RFID 
tag is the tag will not be affected by the condition in terms of dirt, vibration, and it is cost-effective. Therefore, it is suitable to be used in a 
large indoor environment, i.e. airport or shopping mall.

RFID tags implanted on the floor in shopping malls can assist in locating difficult areas such as public toilets. Every tag will have its own 
coordinate location. The RFID reader will be mounted at the lower position of the cane. As a blind person navigates along the path, the RFID 
reader retrieves information stored in the RFID tag. This information is converted into vibrations through tactile sensing which triggers a 
vibrating motion on the cane handle. A buzzer will be activated to alert the user if they are on the wrong path.
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James Payne  
Whangarei Boys High  
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Johan Potgieter    Intelligent Conveyer Control

Compac Sorting Equipment Ltd, a world leading manufacturer of 
postharvest produce sorting technologies have kindly sponsored 
this final year project. Many stages of post harvest processing 
require a predictable and reliable flow of produce to achieve the 
finest care and optimum throughput. There are definite benefits 
to being able to monitor and control the rate of produce that is 
delivered by a conveyor in real time.

The preferred solution was to use a digital camera to monitor 
the conveyor, and then a control system was designed to 
implement the measurement and manage the produce flow 
on the conveyor, by means of speed adjustment of the 
driving motor.

Various image acquisition devices were investigated. 
After testing, the most robust device was found to be an 
infra-red digital camera with high potential for future 
development. Image segmentation techniques required 
more user input. As an alternative, thresholding 
provided a fairly robust measure requiring no 
user input. The thresholds plus counting methods 
were implemented in OpenCV. The control is via 
communication with an industrial VSD. For further 
information or technical specifications please visit 
jamespayne.org/ICC.

This solution will integrate seamlessly into current 
post harvest sorting processes, it is robust to a 
practical level, requires minimum calibration, and 
is a cost effective option. 
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Russel McNaughton  
Northcote College   
Major: Mechatronics  
Supervisor: Dr Mohammed Rashid  

Internet interface for remote control
My project was to design a unit with various inputs and outputs, which 
could be hooked up to an internet connection so these inputs and outputs 
could be read and controlled remotely.

I went down the road more of using this in a home automation setup and 
created a device which had its own digital inputs and outputs, which could 
be used to connect to a button (input) or a relay (output); analog inputs, which 
could be used to connect to a temperature or light sensor; and also created an 
interface by with the unit could control X10 peripherals.

These are commercially available home automation units which provide dimming 
for lights, control of appliances etc. I also created the web interface which runs on 
the device and allows control from a standard web browser.
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Alister Leat   
Birkenhead College  
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Tom Moir Robot Eyes  

The Robot Eyes system has been designed and developed to 
interact and function with humans around its environment. When 
Robot Eyes recognises a human face, the robot locks on to it 
and tracks it. From tracked data, calculations are performed to 
approximately determine the distance and location of the face 
being tracked allowing the eye mechanism to actuate and 
respond appropriately. 

This project involves: Robot Eyes interfaced to a PC along 
with a web camera. The PC will run the application and 
image processing will be carried out on the images 
captured from the web cam using a face detection/
tracking algorithm. The face being tracked will provide a 
set-point for a number of servos which will control the 
movement of the eyes and eyelids. 

Servo control using Phidgets Advanced Servo Board 
(control up to 8 servos) Application is developed 
using Microsoft Visual Studio, programming in C#. 
Image processing for face detection/tracking using 
EmguCV (cross platform .NET wrapper to the Intel 
OpenCV image processing library) Redesign the 
previous model and eye mechanism prototype 
to increase eyeball and eyelid movements 
CAD model designed in SolidWorks and 
manufactured via rapid prototyping.
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Peter Murphy  
Bay of Islands College  
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Ibrahim Al-Bahadly and A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay  

Pain Sensing in Sheep 
The project was to produce a pain measurement system. To be used 
in research by the Institute of Veterinary Animal Biomedical Sciences 
(IVABS) at Massey University into determining pain thresholds in sheep. 
This research will aim to determine the pain that is experienced by the 
animals during various procedures such as docking and castration. It can 
also be used to determine the effectiveness and required doses of pain relief 
drugs.  

The system applies an increasing force to the leg of the animal via a probe. The 
probe is driven by a stepper motor with a linear actuator. The force is measured 
using an electronic force sensor. A controller unit provided for the operator to 
control the system. When a reaction to the pain is observed the operator retracts 
the probe. The maximum force and the time the force has been applied for are 
displayed on an LCD screen and records each run by the operator. Farmed animals 
are very important to our society. The welfare of these animals should be protected 
at all times and that is the aim of this research.
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Firas Al-Darkazly   
Northcote College 
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Tom Moir  Electric / Petrol Car  

The objective of the project was to develop a street-legal, 
single-seater electric-petrol vehicle that is cheap, lightweight 
and aesthetically pleasing. This project began last year by a 
team of 4 students. They used 8 Fisher and Paykel smart-drive 
motors (three phase DC brushless); 2 for each wheel in an 
independent-drive setup. However after carrying out some 
tests, the group noticed that the motors could not produce 
high speeds.

I researched technology already available to find an 
efficient low cost solution for  electrical motors, and 
completed designing the suspension system. I used 
2 three phase AC induction motors to drive each 
rear wheel independently. To achieve this, I used a 
DC-AC (12v-240v) inverter, a three phase to single 
phase converter, a control unit (to be able to control 
the speed on each motor), and a potentiometer 
configuration (used on the steering linkage to 
determine the position of the steering wheel at all 
times). The suspension design that was utilised was 
independent double wishbone (or upper and lower 
A-arm). The suspension mounts were designed in 
CAD and tested using FEA.
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Tetsuya Handa   
Taradale High School 
Major: Mechatronics
Supervisor: Dr Liqiong Tang  

Hospitality Service Robot 
My project’s fundamental aim was to produce a prototype of a system for 
semi-automated drink delivery in a place such as restaurant, hotel, hospital 
etc. To accomplish the automation requirement, an automatic order device 
for the customer and an automated delivery vehicle were needed. These 
were achieved by creating a little transmitter box which sits on the table. 
The customer pushes the buttons on the transmitter box to request a drink, 
and the robot detects the signal and brings a drink to the table. The robot then 
serves the customer by lifting the drink up to the table height. After serving the 
customer, it returns to its home position and waits for next order.

At the end of my project, I have developed a prototype system of Hospitality 
Service Robot by using PICAXE microcontroller chip as the control method. 
Wireless communication by transmitter and receiver fulfilled the requirement of 
the automatic order device. The device was built with the scissor lift feature for the 
customer service. At this stage, this prototype system is functional, however, there is 
much more that can be done to improve the system.
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Otinel Meszaros    
Glenfield College  
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Rezaul Hasan  ABS for motorcycles

My objective was to design and build an ABS system for the rear 
wheel of a motorcycle that is affordably retrofitted into existing 
brake systems. By automating the rear wheel to apply the 
correct threshold force, lockups, oversteer and loss of control 
can be eliminated to allow safer responses in emergencies.

Currently, ABS systems are only fitted to top-model bikes with 
no aftermarket products available. To develop and enhance 
the system, a test rig was built that simulates real-world 
riding. The finished design can be tailored to be attached to 
older motorcycles by adapting the speed sensor to the hub 
and fitting the actuator to the rear brake piston through a 
custom bracket.
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Ben Birch    
Waiheke High School 
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Jen-Yuan (James) Chang 

Navy Dyno Re-instrumentation  
Our project was to re-instrument a diesel engine dynamometer used for 
training mechanics. The original system was very limited in its ability due 
to a poor user interface and bug-ridden control system. We improved upon 
this by designing a new data acquisition system containing 12 analogue 
inputs, digital PID control, load cell measurement and, most importantly, 
spare slots for additional expansion. This was complemented by a completely 
new user interface built around the customer’s requirements and written 
from scratch in C#. Finally, training and documentation was supplied to ensure 
long and effective usage of the system. This project drew on all areas of the 
Mechatronic world, including:

• including circuit design,

• simulation and construction 

• microprocessor development in C and assembler 

• control system design

• system modeling and windows software development 
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Jianan Lin   
Ohakune College   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Rory Flemmer  Hearing, Balance and Navigation of a 

Humanoid Robot
This final year project is to develop “ears” for the use of a 
humanoid artificially intelligent robot: Junior, being developed 
at Massey University by Dr. Rory Flemmer. The “ears” have two 
basic functions: sound source direction estimation (hearing) 
and tilt sensing (balance). One additional function added is the 
orientation detection (navigation), to give the robot a sense of 
direction.

The work done on this project includes everything from the 
hardware design and built, electronics design and built 
and software (micro-controller programming). Everything 
is tested, assembled. The whole process is documented 
extensively in the final year project report, including 
further development processes.
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Kirill Makarov   
Glendowie College   
Major: Mechatronics  
Supervisor: Dr Johan Potgeiter  

V.A.S.S (VEX Automated Scoring System)
The idea of this project is to automate the VEX game even more, no 
need for volunteers to score every game, when computer can do it for 
them. This project is mostly programming based; the program is written in 
C++ language and with help of open computer vision libraries, that can be 
obtained from internet.

Process: Six cameras are set in the way that all the area of the VEX field is 
covered, cameras are connected to the pc that runs the program. On the field 
there are thirty six objects of two colours. The camera recognises the colour 
of the object and adds two points for each of the object to the counter. After the 
game is finished the camera counts all of the objects and the pc generates the 
final score. 
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Sanjay David    
Websters High School &  
Longburn Adventist College   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Gourab Sen Gupta  Humanoid Service Robot   

For my project, I proposed a method for obtaining the relative 
positions and orientations of a humanoid robot’s feet to achieve 
stability and balance while the robot is walking. This method can 
be extended to other walking schemes. The project focuses 
mainly on the controls required for walking in a low-cost 
humanoid robot, and how Feet Sensing Resistors (FSR) are 
used to achieve better control. The three main aspects 
involved in the control of a walking robot are its gait process, 
its body movement and its foot placement. Four sensors in 
each foot measure pressure which is converted through 
on board processing to hexadecimal serial data. This 
monitors pressure on each corner of the foot. All the 
sensor information is sent to a RB110 microcomputer 
which is used for controlling the humanoid gait. 

The programs are written in Visual Basic.NET 
programming language. This project will serve as a 
building block upon which continued implementation 
of human like features will be built. The greater goal 
is to create a humanoid service robot that will be 
used to help people with disability perform daily 
tasks that they would otherwise have trouble with.
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Sean Brennan   
Wellington High School   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Dejan Djukic  

Eco Smart Hot Water Controller  
The Aim of this project was to design and implement an electronic sudo-
adaptive controller to learn and adapt to users hot water usage. Electric 
hot water cylinders use bi-metallic strip thermostats to maintain water at 
60 degrees. This temperature is to combat the growth of legionella. This 
temperature is rarely used and is mixed by users to produce water at a lower 
temperature.

Keeping water at the higher 60 degree temperature is unnecessary and should 
be kept at a lower temperature. A better way to heat water would be to learn the 
habits of users and pre-heat the water before the user uses it, thus bringing the 
temperature down lower.

An electronic controller was designed and built to accomplish this; along with 
studies to gauge what temperatures and times an average household of users 
would actually want hot water. The controller was then set to learn a simulated load 
gathered from the survey, and compared to the same load on a classic thermostat 
setup.

The energy usage from the new adaptive controller was found to be much more 
efficient at heating the water. The study was successful in developing a working 
prototype controller, and this controller could be developed further with positive results.
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Austin Boyle    
Rangitikei College, Marton  
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Loulin Huang  Electric Moped for a Wheelchair User   

A market opportunity was identified for a vehicle that can be 
completely independently operated by a wheelchair user for 
short distance travel. The product concept was a low cost three 
wheel electric moped driven from within the user’s wheelchair. 
The aim of the project was to design the systems unique to this 
application, working towards the creation of a prototype.

Research was performed into the user demographic of 
the product and a profile of a 30 year old male manual 
wheelchair user was established. The power requirements 
of a vehicle were analysed, verifying that a 2kW motor 
would be sufficient to provide the desired acceleration at 
the operational speed of 45km/hr. Electrical components 
were specified based on these power requirements. 
Motion simulations were performed on the systems 
rigid body dynamics in order to determine the external 
loading. A ladder frame based chassis with mono-
shock, standard swing-arm, independent suspension 
system was designed for the vehicle prototype.

These designs were verified using Finite Element 
Analysis. The loading system for getting users onto 
the vehicle and docking system for holding the 
user in place were conceptually developed but 
could not be completed due to time constraints.
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Kent Gearry    
Palmerston North Boys High School 
Major: Mechatronics
Supervisor: A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay

Glass Vac  
The Glass Vac is a highly efficient, low capital investment, low 
running cost system capable of removing broken glass within an urban 
environment. Support for the Glass Vac project was provided by the Glass 
Packaging Forum (GPF), Eastern and Central Community Trust, and City 
Honda Palmerston North. 

The prototype was trialed in Palmerston North City for the period of one month, 
and proved to be successful. During the trial, the Glass Vac removed over 60 
kilograms of glass from 215 separate locations throughout the city of Palmerston 
North. The nature of the broken glass was made up of 96% - bottle, 3% - vehicle 
and 1% other. The location of glass removed was 10.5% from footpaths, 70% from 
gutters, and 19.5% from road.

During the 120 hour trial and 571km travelled, the Honda CT110 motorcycle used 
32 litres of fuel. Total approximate cost was $51.00 when combined with the fuel 
consumed by the single cylinder vacuum motor. On the 12th of September, 2010, the 
Glass Vac was placed on the road, starting a 12 week trial, operating 20 hours per 
week. Through the support of Hastings District Council, the Glass Vac project could 
then continue with the design and development of a commercial prototype.
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Daniel Reddington     
Wellington College   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Mr Ralph Ball  CNC Profile Bevel Cutter 

A gap in the market has been realized for an affordable bevel 
cutting system which is retro-fittable to current CNC profile 
cutters. This system will be able to be used on both plasma 
and oxy-acetylene tables. Relevant literature and competitors 
current solutions have been used as input to a concept 
development process. 

The concept which was evaluated as the best is the offset 
axis design. This maintains the same focal point while 
beveling and consequently is more modular than other 
systems. The design consists of two axis to control the 
bevel angle as well as a third axis to provide arc height 
adjustment.

The system’s main structure is made from flat bar and 
solid round. The rotational joints are single row ball 
bearings with aluminium cylinders through them. 
The drive for these systems consists of Animatics 
Smartmotors with Apex gearboxes as well as 
additional gearing. These motors are controlled by 
a computer using RS-232 communication and are 
powered from 24V DC. The software is written in 
C++ and takes input of desired angle positions for 
the system. From these it calculates the required 
motor positions and moves the motors to these.
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Lester Pinto     
Liston College  
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Fakhrul Alam  

Indoor position location system  
Advancement in wireless sensing technologies has encouraged in 
developing a model for indoor object - tracking application using low power 
IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radios. In IEEE 802.15.4, pouplary known as Zigbee, 
the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) is used to determine the 
quality of the communication from one node to another.

By incorporating the object with a ZigBee node and deploying a realistic 
number of nodes at fixed positions in the room, the RSSI can be used to 
determine the position of tagged object. This system operates by recording and 
processing signal strength information at multiple base stations positioned to 
provide information in the area of interest. This application is not only limited to 
object tracking in an indoor environment, but can allow the user to interact with its 
environment.
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Samuel Miller    
Pukekohe High School    
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Prof Peter Xu USAR Robot 

The objective of my final year project is to create an urban search 
and rescue robot (USAR Robot) that is able to detect persons that 
are unable to move, or are trapped in areas that are otherwise 
inaccessible to people. To do this a Human Detection circuit 
is researched and designed so that there is the ability for the 
USAR robot to detect the human body heat signature. 

With the detection circuit designed, a GPS module is used 
to retrieve positional information of the detection. The 
information is then transmitted back to the end user via 
a wireless communications channel. This information is 
then used to determine whether or not the rescuers are 
able to retrieve the persons found. With the technologies 
integrated with a mobile robot a USAR robot is created 
and available for searching areas too dangerous for 
others to search.
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Steven Driven    
Mahurangi College   
Major: Mechatronics  
Supervisor: Dr Jen-Yuan (James) Chang  

Navy Dyno 
Ben Birch and I developed a data acquisition board and dynamometer 
software for the Royal New Zealand Navy for our final year project. This 
was a multidisciplinary project, involving sensor interfacing, analog and 
digital circuit design, microcontroller programming, communication protocol 
design, and windows interface development in .NET. 

The project was developed in a number of stages to learn about, and test, 
a range of the technologies to be used in the final system. Throughout the 
course of our project we overcame many obstacles, from circuit board routing 
dilemmas to troubleshooting software bugs. The hardware components went 
through rigorous testing before being commissioned which led to a strong 
foundation for testing.

The system monitors the engines vital signs while performing a number of tests. 
A PID controller is used to apply load to the engine through an eddy current 
brake. Among other engine metrics, torque, power and coolant temperatures are 
monitored to describe the engines behaviour. The hardware design is expandable, 
and multipurpose, which allows for easy modification to other applications. With minor 
updates to the motherboard controller, additional printed circuit boards can simply plug 
in and play. The system reflects the multidisciplinary nature of the Mechatronic design 
process. 
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Terence Beeton     
Westlake Boys High School   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Mohamed Rashid  High accuracy GPS speedometer   

The aim of my project is to create a speedometer that is highly 
accurate and only requires tethering to a vehicle in the form of 
a power cable. This will make it highly versatile as it can be 
retrofit very easily to almost any application. The automotive 
and marine industry in particular could benefit greatly from 
this product. When installed, it will eliminate the need for 
unreliable and inaccurate sensors that are subject to wear 
and tear and also introduce a possible point of failure. By 
removing the need for these sensors, the point of failure is 
also removed and fitting of a speedometer becomes much 
cheaper. 

My product utilises a GPS module as well as an 
accelerometer. Both these components are highly 
accurate means of measuring speed and by using both 
I am able to provide a frequently updated (every 0.1 
seconds) digital speed reading. Project deliverables 
will be a final proof of concept working device. From 
here, further enhancements can be made such 
as optimizing package size and waterproofing 
etc. This will make the product attractive to the 
market and the low cost will make it viable for 
commercialisation.
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Simon Busby    
Inglewood High School   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Mr Ralph Ball  

Feasibility of oil container recycling  
My project was to conduct a feasibility study for a HDPE plastic oil 
container recycling plant in New Zealand. The purpose of the plant was 
to solve the problem of not being able to recycle contaminated plastic 
oil containers from the freight industry in New Zealand. An experiment 
was also conducted to see if oil type, oil storage time and the size of the oil 
container effected how much residue oil remained in the container when it 
was disposed. 

To help determine if the plant was feasible, potential revenue for the plant was 
calculated by extrapolating from USA statistics. A company which uses a design 
similar to the chosen one was researched to determine what changes they had 
made to the process.

Research was conducted to analyse design options, improvements, specifications 
and costs. The most researched options were to either use a locally tested design 
or to copy a patent from the USA. The improvements were to optimise the recycling 
process to be as efficient as possible. Designs for each main asset were researched 
and their specifications were calculated using an excel spreadsheet. These 
specifications were used to estimate the construction cost for a plant.
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Steven Clouston     
Takapuna Grammar School   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Jen-Yuan (James) Chang  Colour sorting: Investigation & improvement   

This project was undertaken with a company called ‘Compac 
Sorting Equipment’ who design and manufacture machines to 
sort and grade produce such as kiwi fruit, potatoes, apples and 
citrus etc. It involved working with a brightness control system 
that is used to keep images of produce, taken by cameras, at a 
consistent RGB intensity level.

My project was to: understand how this system works, 
look into problems that current system suffers from, and 
develop concepts that would solve these issues. Problems 
with Compac’s current system were: Reference chart 
accumulates dust/dirt due to nature of environment 
and due produce colliding with it - causes reduction 
in produce grading quality. If reference chart is 
accidentally moved, grading quality is significantly 
reduced. Experiments were run to find the most 
appropriate concept to address these problems. 
These experiments determined benefits of different 
features so that a final concept could be developed 
and prototyped. 
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Brendon Le Comte     
Freyberg High School 
Major: Mechatronics
Supervisor: Dr Xiang Gui  

ESEO Ground Station Tracking  
and Control System   
The ESEO Ground Station Tracking and Control System Project was 
aimed at creating a prototype control system for a pre-purchased antenna 
rotor system. The rotor system was essentially a black box with little 
documentation available. Hardware was required for motor driving and signal 
conditioning. Software was developed to track the position of the rotors and 
calculate control values to position the system appropriately. 

Overall the prototype worked well within the specifications and with some 
further development it shall work well for tracking satellites.
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David Vincent      
New Plymouth Boys High School   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Gourab Sen Gupta  Aerial vehicle test bed  

The development of small autonomous aerial vehicles is a new 
and exciting area of research. The actual construction of an 
aerial vehicle is time consuming, thus it is desirable to have a 
pre-built platform that will act as a test bed for future research 
projects. 

To fulfill this role a quadrotor helicopter has been designed 
and constructed. Through several design iterations a 
lightweight, robust and modular platform has been created. 
For the aerial vehicle a testing station has been constructed 
to assist in its future development. The quadcopter is 
capable of un-tethered flight and is controlled using a 
Silicon Laboratories C8051F020 microcontroller. 

Apart from constructing the platform itself, initial 
work was undertaken into the development of an 
Inertial Navigation System. This system comprises 
of gyroscopes, accelerometers and a compass in 
order to provide data of the position, orientation and 
velocity of the vehicle. This system is expected to 
be further developed and enhanced in future for 
autonomous flights.
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Matthew Hitchings      
New Plymouth Boys’ High School    
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Gourab Sen Gupta  

Mobile traceable robot 
The aim of this project was to develop the control and communication 
systems for a robot which has user-controlled movements, and can 
display video and positional information on the user console. The control 
and communication systems were then demonstrated on a simple model. A 
motor driver was designed and built for the robot which also incorporates a 
wireless camera, RF transceiver and GPS module. The robot’s processing was 
handled by a Silicon Labs C8051F020 microprocessor, which was coded in C.

 A PC based control and monitoring station was built. It has a RF transceiver 
module and a wireless video receiver to receive images from the camera. The 
analogue signal from the wireless video receiver is passed through a video 
capture card which connects to the computer on a USB port. The computer 
program for the control and monitoring system was written in Visual C# and has a 
user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI). The interface depicts the live video feed 
from the robot-mounted camera, a Google-Maps screen which intermittently gets 
updated by the GPS module showing the position of the robot, and an option to control 
the robot by either the keyboard or the mouse.
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Blake old     
Stratford High School 
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay  MAF Label Applicator  

The main objective of the project is to investigate the application 
of MAF (Ministry agricultural and Farming) labels using an 
automated system, and to explore the possibility of an in-house 
design. The current label application process is done by hand; 
this method was very error prone, and has a success rate of 
60% cartons labeled correctly.

Now with the Automated MAF label Applicator installed only 1 
carton out of every 500 has a defect with the label therefore, 
it now has a success rate of 99.8%. This automation system 
saves Riverlands approximately $2975.00 every 12hrs and 
moves 3 employees per conveyor belt from a non valuing 
adding task to a value adding task. This system has the 
capability to duplicate to other conveyor belt throughout 
the plant.

This automation system uses simple components paired 
up with an innovative design and a cunning plan to 
automate a boring and mundane task.
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John Roldan     
Palmerston North Boys’ High School    
Major: Mechatronics  
Supervisor: Dr Liqiong Tang  

Electronic-based prosthetic hand 
A human hand is a critical component of a highly complex system and is 
controlled by very powerful nervous system. Many researchers around the 
world and over the years have developed artificial hands that can function 
almost like that of a real hand. These, however, are extremely expensive and 
most people cannot afford it. 

The aim of this project was to design and develop an electronic-based 
prosthetic hand. To achieve this aim, several objectives were set. Among these 
are the hand’s appearance, weight, functionality, and maintenance. The client’s 
current system must also be incorporated into the new design as requested.  

The final design for this project met the specifications required. The prototype 
was made using aluminium for strength. The weight, shape and size are similar to 
a real hand. The current system of the client was successfully incorporated to the 
design of the prototype. It has three functioning fingers, a stationary index finger and 
a thumb that can be controlled using cable and harness system. The electronic parts 
are controlled by a push button and three micro-switches.
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Alexander Leong      
Palmerston North Boys’ High School   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Rory Flemmer  

42

Motion control of a humanoid arm  
A hydraulic humanoid robotic arm is required to be built and 
controlled for this project. It must be able to pick up a load of at 
least 25 kilograms, also having a high precision in the positioning 
of the arm and a smooth movement with acceleration and 
deceleration in the joints. 

The arm will be controlled by a microcontroller which 
records readings on an encoder and adjust the opening of 
a hydraulic valve. The encoder determines the position of 
the arm to a precise measurement of 0.02 millimetres. The 
encoder is made up of two reflective sensors and a very 
thin aluminium plate with slotted holes. The plate has 1 
millimetre wide slots and the programming will make up 
for the calculation of one fiftieth of each millimetre. 

A pulse width modulation signal is sent out from the 
microcontroller to control a servo motor. This servo 
motor pushes and pulls the spool of the hydraulic 
valve which controls the flow. The movement of the 
robotic arm is very rigid, so an algorithm is used to 
allow the arm to have smoother movement. Timing, 
acceleration and deceleration are incorporated in 
this movement.
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Martin Pike     
Rangitoto College   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Johan Potgieter  

Embedded Object Tracking system   
The objective of the project was to create a complete embedded system 
that could track an object through image processing. My task was to set up 
the hardware to achieve this objective and use the

My task was to set up the hardware to achieve this objective and use the 
information to control a robot in a desired way. The end result is a very 
powerful and efficient system that uses an open source computer vision library 
(openCV) to perform tasks such as facial recognition, object tracking, and edge 
detection. To further enhance the project I created a robot that could interact 
with its environment. It has an arm and wrist to manipulate objects and a mobile 
base to move around. It can play ‘fetch’ with a human, and even recognise human 
faces. In the years to come I plan on evolving the project into an indoor navigation

In the years to come I plan on evolving the project into an indoor navigation 
robot that can open doors, deliver mail, and perform other useful tasks around the 
university.
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Caleb Millen      
New Plymouth Boys High School   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Ibrahim Al-Bahadly  Smart Windows    

Smart Windows is a cost effective and affordable (less than $300 
per window) solution for automating and controlling opening and 
closing of windows. When in use in the home, Smart Windows 
would help disabled people, make life easier for busy people 
and provide peace of mind to all using the system. When used 
in a business or commercial situation, Smart Windows would 
provide security and simple, uniform control of the working 
environment.

It allows wireless communication between a main control 
module and any number of end devices to remotely control 
the windows in a building. To implement this solution, XBee 
wireless modules were used with 8051 microcontrollers to 
communicate using the Zigbee protocol. This allowed a 
purpose built motor driver to control a DC geared motor 
to actuate a swing arm window opening system.

Special thanks go to my family for encouraging me to 
keep going through the hard times, Ibrahim for being 
an extremely supportive and positive supervisor 
and finally Sally Hensman for her support role and 
helping with the presentation of the Smart Window 
System.
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Johan van Zyl      
Mt Roskill Grammar School 
Major: Mechatronics
Supervisor: Dr Mohammad Rashid  

Compact CNC   
The purpose of this project was to design and produce a small scale 
CNC machine that can perform tasks specific to the aluminium joinery 
manufacturing process. Aluminium joinery involves the fabrication of 
window and door frames from aluminium extrusions. 

Common tasks the machine will need to accommodate include cutting holes 
and slots in aluminium extrusions where locks, flush-bolts and door handles 
must be fitted. The conventional method of doing this is with a milling machine 
by which an operator needs to carefully control the feed and speed of the 
machining process. By replacing this method with an automated machine, the 
company optimized the production process by saving time per unit produced. 

The machine consists of three stepper motors connected to ballscrew mechanisms 
that move the spindle in the X, Y and Z directions. Each stepper is powered by four 
MOSFETS and is controlled by a PIC16F630 microcontroller running on a simple 
VisualBASIC software package. By implementing simple software and using simple 
parts in the mechanical design, it was possible to make the machine user friendly 
while staying within a relatively small budget.
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Jonathan Aston      
Glenfield College   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Dr Johan Potgieter  Embedded Object Tracking System  

My project was to design a turret capable of tracking a specific 
targeton an embedded system using computer vision techniques  
The system was implemented on the Vex Arm9 microcontroller 
and a standard webcam and coded using the OpenCV library for 
C++. 

The project was split into 3 parts: Hardware, software (PC) 
and code optimization of the code for the low processing 
power of the embedded system. I focused on the computer 
vision task of the project, and on the code optimization. 
The computer vision task involved using a combination of: 
image processing (in the form of histogram matching and 
colour transforms) and artificial intelligence (in the form of 
Haar Classifiers). 

The final Algorithm was based on a combination of: 
histogram matching, continuously adaptive mean shift 
and Haar Classifiers. The algorithm takes advantage 
of the strengths of both techniques forming a fast and 
robust object recognition system.
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Aayush Gyawali      
Westlake Boys High School   
Major: Mechatronics 
Supervisor: Prof Peter Xu  

Systems for neurological rehabilitation  
The project involves the development of a robotic rehabilitation machine. 
The idea behind the project is that a robot (the ABB IRB 120) will move the 
paretic arm to mirror the healthy arm. This is done by a magnetic sensor 
attached to the healthy limb which will relay co-ordinates to the robot so it 
will move to the correct position.

My assigned role was to design the attachment of the robot to the paretic limb. 
CAD models of all components were created or acquired to aid in the design 
process. To ensure the safety of the patient there are two emergency stop 
buttons, one for the patient and one for the supervisor. There is also a built-in 
safety feature which will automatically stop the robot from operating if the robot 
exerts more force than it should. 

This project has shown me the applications where the knowledge gained from the 
mechatronics degree can be applied in the medical field.
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Di Wang       
Schooled Overseas    
Major: Automation and Control  
Supervisor: Dr Ibrahim Al-Bahadly  Automatic car park management system  

To design a car park management system that consumes low 
power, low cost and be adaptive to the environment. System 
is WSN based and consists of 4 components: sensor node/
detector, guiding display, gateway and management station. 

A background research of current vehicle detection 
technologies was done. The sensor chosen for the system 
is HMC1051 magnetic sensor, the lithium battery was 
considered to be the power supply for the sensor node. 
ZigBee was used as communication protocol for WSN. The 
system was simulated using Matlab. 
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Simon Tucker       
Te Awamutu College    
Major: Automation and Control  
Supervisor: Mr Ralph Ball  

Self Guided Fishing Contiki   
An electric fishing contiki is used by fisherman to tow a long line from the 
beach out to sea up to 2000m from the shore line. The operator generally 
has no control over the direction of the contiki once it is 50-100m from the 
beach. 

My objective was to design and build an electric self guided fishing contiki 
that will tow a long line up to 2000m out to sea giving the single operator 
accurate control over placement of the hooks in all weather conditions. This 
included the design of the contiki body, control system, steering mechanism and 
complete build of a prototype.

The contiki uses an electronic compass to determine its bearing. A 
microcontroller is used to process the compass output and calculate the 
difference between current bearing and set bearing. The contiki then adjusts its 
rudder to correct its current bearing to follow the set bearing path. 

During sea trials it was realised the current prototype design could be improved. 
These design changes have been made and we are now in the process of developing 
the contiki to be manufactured for commercial sale. Currently there is no other contiki 
on the market with this capability.

More information is available at  TUCKER-TIKI.CO.NZ
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Hilal Al Kharusi       
Major: Automation and Control  
Supervisor: Ms Nicky Campbell  

The 8 Dimensions of Product Quality Based on Sony PlayStation 3   
The project is aimed to analyse the product quality of a PlayStation 3 on the grounds of Garvin’s 8 Dimensions of product 
quality. On completion of this project, I will be able to analyse and implement Garvin’s 8 Dimension of product quality on 
any product.

The PlayStation 3 will be pulled apart and will be studied thoroughly, then by applying the 8 dimensions of product 
quality, I will be able to analyse the quality of this product. The following 8 dimensions will be our guideline to the 
certification of product quality:
•  Performance
•  Features
•  Reliability
•  Conformance
•  Durability
•  Serviceability
•  Aesthetics
•  Perceived quality

From this study, it may be concluded that with the high profile of this product, consumers would be invariably attracted 
towards buying the product. However, the repair costs (in case the product fails) will be very high, so will be the costs 
of maintenance- the costs of the Blue ray CD’s, and the cost of updating the software. Hence, if these costs can be 
somehow brought down, the product may prove to be more feasible for the young consumers.
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Harith Al Shaqsi       
Schooled Overseas  
Major: Automation and Control  
Supervisor: A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadyay  

Non-destructive Water Flow Measurement   
Water Management Companies manage and conserve existing water 
supply by controlling the water distribution. The distribution control can 
be by installing flowmeters for each consumer. The importance of flow 
measurements extends to prevent serious damages and money loss. 

There are several types of flowmeters such as mechanical, electromagnetic 
and ultrasound flowmeters. Some of these flowmeters are suitable for some 
applications while other systems are not. This research is based on how to 
measure the flow without making any harm or destruction on the flow canal 
(non-destructive testing theory).

The project was divided into three main parts. Sound detection can heed to 
the flow sound using a sensitive microphone which converts the sound into an 
electrical signal. Electromagnetic Flow measurement uses Faraday’s law and 
measures the difference in voltage within an electrical field. Lastly, ultrasonic 
transducers emit known characterizations waves and receive the echoed signal. 
Ultrasonic system computes the delay times between transmitted and received 
signals.
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Humaid Al Shueili       
Ibn Baraka High School    
Major: Automation and Control  
Supervisor: A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay and 
Dr Gourab Sen Gupta  Wireless Home Automation   

Home Automation industry is growing rapidly; this is fueled by 
the need to provide supporting systems for the elderly and the 
disabled, especially those who live alone. Coupled with this, 
the world population is confirmed to be getting older. Home 
automation systems must comply with the household standards 
and convenience of usage.

This paper details the overall design of a wireless home 
automation system (WHAS) which has been built and 
implemented. The automation centres on recognition of 
voice and uses RF ZigBee wireless communication modules 
which are relatively cheap and low power RF modules. The 
home automation system is targeted to control all lights 
and electrical appliances in a home or office using voice 
commands. The system has been tested and verified. 
The verification tests included voice recognition 
response test, indoor ZigBee communication test, and 
the compression and decompression tests of DPCM 
(Differential Pulse Code Modulation) speech signals.
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Mohammed Aktar       
Wairoa College    
Major: Automation and Control  
Supervisor: A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay  

Automated Food Dispenser   
This project involved developing an Automated Food Dispenser for 
industries that are required to dispense a measured quantity of fluid foods 
such as sauces. The system is designed to be compact and materials 
meet food safety standards. The compact design makes it easy to move the 
system if it needs to be relocated. 

The system is made up of 5 Dispensers in a magazine arrangement which 
can dispense measured quantities of sauces onto a circular product. The 
user can select the combination of sauces required for a particular product on 
the computer program. Then instructions are sent to the microcontroller which 
controls the motors in the system. The system then dispenses the selected sauces 
onto the product.

Electronic dispensing of sauces ensures the distribution will be uniform and reduce 
variation in the product quality. With further modifications, the system can be 
programmed to dispense on non-circular products and products of different heights.
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Yaqoob Al-Hadidi       
Royal Guard of Oman Technical College    
Major: Automation and Control  
Supervisor: Dr Ibrahim Al Bahadly  Renewable Energy Systems    

A hybrid solar solar/wind energy converter is designed in 
this project and electronic circuits are used in a simulation 
environment PSIM. The VI characteristics of photovoltaic PV 
and maximum power point tracker MPPT are modeled using 
piecewise linear model. The number of energy converters is 
discussed which includes wind controller, solar controller, 
charge controller and inverter. The optimization of PV array 
and the load is carried via boost converter in order to achieve 
optimize results. When wind controller circuitry is discussed 
and tested, it is achieved with both DC and AC type inputs. 
It basically consists of boost converter and a non-inverting 
buck. 

Further to detect whether the battery is fully charged 
or not a simple direct charge controller is used. It 
also detects batter voltage during charging process 
and controls it. In order to convert DC voltage to AC 
waveform H-bridge voltage source inverter (VSI) is 
used. 

The theoretical knowledge and results obtained in 
the simulation are acceptable. Some constraints are 
that it is basically tested and simulated under fix 
load. It is not assembled with lead acid battery. 
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Dugan O'Donnell       
Freyberg High School   
Major: Industrial Automation  
Supervisor: Dr Huub Bakker and A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay  

Design of a portable biofilter   
Biofilters represent one technique for handling air odour emissions. A 
portable “off-the-shelf” biofilter was identified as a solution to the problem 
of emission from small odour sources. The moisture content of the biofilter’s 
organic medium is one of the most important parameters affecting its 
treatment performance. 

In this project the moisture content of the medium is maintained by a watering 
system. The moisture level is determined by a soil moisture content sensor and 
sprinklers above the medium irrigate as required (turned on by a solenoid valve). 
A fan speed controller was also added to the control system to reduce operating 
costs (It provides a standby mode when treatment of emissions is not required). 
The control system uses an 8051 microcontroller-based development board. 

In tests the control system was found to be adequate and provided a flexible 
platform for future extension. With some minor alterations the biofilter would be 
ready to implement in industry.
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Ahmed Al-Kharusi       
Schooled Overseas    
Major: Industrial Automation  
Supervisor: Dr Subhas Mukhopadhyay  Smart Weather Station   

The “Smart Weather Station” was proposed to develop a platform 
by which smart sensors for weather monitoring have been 
carefully selected and interfaced to a central station. A prototype 
system of the Smart Weather Station has been successfully 
built, accommodating four sensors being responsible to 
measure four key weather parameters; temperature, 
air pressure, relative humidity, and light intensity. An 
embedded C8051F020 microcontroller was used to control 
the interfacing of sensors and their data conversions. 
ZigBee communication protocol was used to communicate 
between the central station (coordinator) and the weather 
stations (end-devices) in the network.

Verification tests included; checking whether the correct 
prototype has been constructed correctly, testing the 
prototype in real-life scenarios, and check for the 
performance of the developed system quantitatively 
and qualitatively in comparison to other existing 
weather systems. Most tests were successful. 
The developed prototype was found to satisfy, 
to large extent, the general requirements and 
specifications drawn for this project, providing 
accurate and reliable measurements. It is however 
recommended for future enhancement to design a 
casing for the prototype, and implement two-way 
communication between coordinator and end 
devices.
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Ayman Reda       
Hamilton Boys High School    
Major: Industrial Automation  
Supervisor: Dr Ibrahim Al Bahadly, and Mr John Gawith  

Cyber Scent   
The aim of this project is to develop a desirable product that can deliver 
the sense of smell in video game applications to individual gamers for 
a more immersive video game experience. Currently, there are no such 
products that deliver this experience in the gaming market. 

Various members of Massey University staff, students, casual and hard core 
gamers of a wide age range and genders were consulted and surveyed to 
determine the customer expectations and market potential for the product. 
Several prototype concepts were generated. 

The final prototype concept was tested to determine its plausibility. This prototype 
consists of an aerosol scent canister designed to produce specific scents such 
as gunfire and burning rubber. The canister contains an actuator that is connected 
to a circuit board. The circuit board is in contact with a USB cord that is compatible 
with the PC and gaming consoles. A signal from a computer program triggers the 
actuator to switch the canister scent emission on by using power generated from an 
AC adaptor. This device is enclosed for protection and visual elegance. Currently this 
product involves technical, and market limitations that need further investigation.
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The Bat
Bats use other methods than sight to navigate 
or hunt. They are able to “see” in the dark by 
sending out sound waves that bounce back 
to the bats’ ears from objects such as fruit on 
trees and flying insect prey. The echolocation 
or biosonar is a simpler way for robots to 
perceive shapes than pattern recognition 
programmes, and is much more applicable  
in areas without light. Electronics & Computer Engineering

Electronics and Computer Engineering at Massey Engineering incorporates electronics, 
information and signal processing, computer engineering and, telecommunications and 
networks. Students become skilled in the development and application of electronic and 
computer systems, both hardware and software, in industrial and commercial contexts.

Graduates in Electronics & Computer Engineering can be found in a range of occupations 
including systems programming, network operations and management, performance analysis 
and project management.
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Electronics and Computer Engineering at Massey Engineering incorporates electronics, 
information and signal processing, computer engineering and, telecommunications and 
networks. Students become skilled in the development and application of electronic and 
computer systems, both hardware and software, in industrial and commercial contexts.

Graduates in Electronics & Computer Engineering can be found in a range of occupations 
including systems programming, network operations and management, performance analysis 
and project management.
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Chagitha Ranhotigamage        
Mt. Albert Grammar School   
Major: Electronics and Computer Systems Engineering 
Supervisor: A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay  Performance tracking of solar panel 

networks   
This projects main focus is to develop a system to track the 
performance of the distributed solar panels network wirelessly. 
An electronic system was developed to track the performance 
of the solar panels (ie: solar panel output power, solar panel 
output voltage, current and solar panel efficiency), its 
surrounding light irradiance and temperature and the most 
efficient operating point of the solar panel.  

Communication protocol was developed to send and 
receive data and commands accurately over a wireless 
medium. Firmware for the C8051 micro-controller was 
developed using C language to bridge the electronic 
system and the end user application. User friendly 
desktop application using JAVA language is developed 
to easily operate the system and store data.
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Sean Kelly        
Palmerston North Boys High School     
Major: Electronics and Computer Systems Engineering  
Supervisor: A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay  

Local monitoring using wireless networks   
My project involved the implementation of a wireless sensor network using 
microcontrollers to digitise sensor signals and a computer to process this 
data. The sensors convert a measureable physical parameter into a signal. 
The microcontrollers digitise sensor signals and send the sensor information 
via a wireless network using the IEEE 1451 standard. The computer is used to 
collect this sensor information via the wireless network and convert it into a 
physical measurement that the sensors measure.

The IEEE 1451 standard allows various types of sensors to be connected to the 
microcontroller by storing their attributes in the microcontroller. The computer 
then uses these stored attributes to convert the digitised signal from the sensor 
into a physical measurement that the sensor measures. Some examples of what 
a sensor could measure are the power usage of devices around the home, the 
temperature in each room of the home, or the water usage around the home.

The system is not limited to home monitoring as it can be used to digitise any sensor 
attached to the microcontroller if the correct attributes are supplied to convert the 
signal. This means it could be used for any application that requires the wireless 
monitoring of sensors. 
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Gerard Mendez        
Wanganui High School    
Major: Electronics and Computer Systems Engineering  
Supervisor: A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay and 
Dr. Gourab Sen Gupta  

Microcontroller for environmental monitoring   
My project investigated interfacing novel planar electromagnetic sensors to a microcontroller in order to gain potential 
systems for environmental monitoring. 

The planar electromagnetic sensor used had been fabricated to allow for the detection of dangerous contamination in 
water sources such as nitrates and had been developed by M.A.M.Yunus, A/Prof S.C.Mukhopadhyay, and Dr. G.S.Gupta, 
at Massey University under S.E.A.T. To interface the Novel Planar Electromagnetic Sensors to a microcontroller it 
was desired to create a Signal Generator system to be used with the sensor that would be more portable than used 
previously. 

The project contains a measurement system that measures the gain and phase difference between two waveforms 
that helps gauge the properties of the water. The system provides voltage outputs that can be used by the C8051 
Microcontroller and the ADC to calculate the gain, the phase and processing of results. The microcontroller goes about 
transferring the data and results over a wired serial port. However the system should allow for transmission over other 
mediums with minimum changes be it wireless or other technologies. The project provides a window of opportunity for 
further research in developing a portable and flexible sensing system for environmental monitoring in particular one that 
might be based on wireless networking technologies. 
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Garrick Dunsbee        
Tauranga Boys’ College    
Major: Multimedia Systems Engineering   
Supervisor: Dr Ramesh Rayudu 

Automating Breakdown    
Despite the public perceptions that 
feature length films are produced 
using bleeding edge technology and 
advanced software this is often not 
the case, especially within the pre 
production process.  What makes 
matters worse is that there is very 
little incentive for various departments 
to work together which often leads to 
errors that can snowball into larger issues in the production phase.

Automating Breakdown is a web application that was developed to help solve efficiency issues and information sharing 
problems in the preproduction process of feature length films.  Wingnut Films, a Wellington film studio, approached Massey 
University in early 2010 with an idea for a research project that could be used in the preproduction process of feature length 
films.

One of the biggest problems was the individual approach that each department takes during production, this results in the same 
processes being completed multiple times by different departments or worse still some key information being missed altogether.

This presented a complex engineering problem, how separate departments could collaborate together in a virtual environment, as 
physical meetings are not always possible or practical, while still producing the same content that is required for a film to enter the 
production phase but in a much more efficient manner.
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Joyce Cristal        
St Mary’s College, Wellington     
Major: Multimedia Systems Engineering   
Supervisor: Dr Ramesh Rayudu  

Automating Breakdown    
At the beginning of the year Wingnut Films approached Massey University with an idea for an IT project based 
around the pre-production process used in the making of feature length films. The aim of this project is to find a 
more efficient pre-production process. 

This presented a complex engineering problem as how separate departments could collaborate together in 
a virtual environment, while producing the same content that is required for a film to enter the production 
phase but in a much more efficient manner.

Approached as a final year project, Automating Breakdown is a web application developed with the 
aim to help solve efficiency issues and information sharing problems in the pre-production process 
of feature length films. The project team chose to focus on the script breakdown process within the 
pre-production stage, due to its importance and because of the density of individuals and departments 
involved in this process. The project, Automating Breakdown, goes through planning details and 
development processes that are involved in creating a proof of concept for the script breakdown 
process in feature length films.
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Kevin Wong        
Schooled overseas    
Major: Computer and Electronic Engineering  
Supervisor: Dr Rezul Hasan  

Micro-programmable Microcontroller   
The premise behind my fourth year project was the design and 
development of a Micro-programmable microcontroller prototype. 

The project involved the use of AMD 2900 family ICs and Other Auxiliary ICs 
containing ALU, control logic, multiplexer/ de-multiplexer etc. The prototype 
was built from my paper design with the ICs and it is able to control external 
devices using one or multiple-bit digital control. The vintage AMD 2900 series 
Micro-programmable Bit slice ICs allow constructing processors from modules 
with less bit width. They enhanced the flexibility as less discrete logic IC is 
needed to perform different operations. With the AMD2900 IC, by only modifying 
the micro-program, the user is able to perform instant changes without rebuilding 
the hardware. In my design, the possible operations included logical operations 
and arithmetic operation. Theories such as digital logics, electronics, microcode 
and transistors theories studied over the previous years were being utilized and I 
was able to turn a theoretical model into a practical working prototype.

This project provided me with a great practical implementation of my engineering 
knowledge. Creating something real solidifies knowledge and has better prepared 
myself for future electronic design.
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Christopher Lam        
Pukekohe High School    
Major: Computer and Electronic Engineering  
Supervisor: Dr Fakhrul Alam  FM Ultra Wideband    

The aim of my project was to use National Instruments PXI 
hardware and the LabVIEW programming environment to develop 
a transmitter and a receiver and then replicate results from 
earlier research into FM Ultra Wide-Band communication 
systems. 

The low power consumption, short range, low to medium data 
rates, implementation and low interference with other RF 
transmissions characteristics of FM Ultra Wide-Band are 
ideal for Personal Area Networks or wireless peripheral 
devices. The FM Ultra Wide-Band modulation actually 
involves two operations. 

First, the data modulates a subcarrier oscillator at 1MHz 
using FSK. A low modulation index means the resulting 
signal is narrow-band. Secondly, this signal is used 
to modulate a 3-5 GHz RF carrier signal using FM 
modulation. A high modulation index means the final 
output signal will be ultra wide-band. Demodulation 
is achieved using FM demodulation followed by FSK 
demodulation.
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Bairom Tosusu       
Malapoa College (Vanuatu)  
Major: Telecommunications and Network Engineering 
Supervisor: Dr Amal Punchihewa and Dr Liyanage De Silva  

Identification/tracking of nursing home 
residents   
The aim of this project is to investigate cost effective vision solutions for 
memory impaired patients management in elder care facilities and design a 
system using cameras. The project aspires to adopt human feature detection 
and recognition algorithms for patients. Most nursing homes use tracking 
devices as a way of monitoring their patients outdoors activities 

The success of this project would mean that outdoorsy patient’s families can 
be assured that family members with memory impairment, admitted to nursing 
homes, are safe and are very unlikely to desert their nursing facilities. This is an 
economical approach for nursing facilities as it will reduce the demand for care-
givers, as well as search and rescue operations.

This project includes detecting and recognizing an elderly patients physical 
features, (with a primary focus on facial features) and as soon as the camera 
captures an image of the patient, and once their identity has been authenticated, an 
instant messaging system is in place to immediately alert the care-giver on duty, either 
via cell phone or pager, of a particular patients’ departure from the nursing facility.
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Luke Birkin        
Freyberg High School     
Major: Telecommunications and Network Engineering   
Supervisor: Prof Richard Harris  Intrusion Detection using a Honeynet    

Today, computers are used for many applications including 
communications which is an important capability. This capability 
allows access to other resources like services, information and 
other networked devices. These resources need to be protected 
from hackers and people who try to steal or modify these 
resources. To do this, we need information about how hackers 
gain access to networks and computers and what effects they 
can have on our resources. A tool that can be used to gather 
such information in a secure and controlled environment is 
a Honeynet, which is a small network whose function is to 
record intruders’ activities.

There is a Honeynet already established at Massey 
University. A Honeypot is a computer within a Honeynet 
that looks like a normal computer located in the internet, 
so that hackers and malware can interact with it 
without knowledge of its actual purpose. 

My project involved setting up a Honeypot within this 
Honeynet that used a Windows operating system. 
Also, I installed software to record attackers and 
malware effects on the system. I then worked on 
extracting and combining information obtained 
from this software, network traffic and Windows 
logs to gain some understanding of how hackers 
and malware gain illegal access into Windows 
machines.
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Ann De Silva        
Tauhara College Taupo     
Major: Telecommunications and Network Engineering   
Supervisor: Dr Amal Punchihewa 

Evaluation of Facial 
Expressions of  
Web Users    
The main aim of this project is to 
observe the facial expressions of web 
users and classify them to estimate the 
Quality of the Experience (QoE).

The proposed method is based on 
the identification of web user’s facial 
expressions by initially detecting the face from the image using Successive Mean Quantisation Transform (SMQT) 
features and Sparse Network of Winnows (SNOW) classifier. Then the specific facial features are extracted using a 
technique called Edge Counting. After performing the facial feature extraction, motion analysis techniques are used to 
determine the relative spatial motion of the facial feature displacement, and then the motion vectors are sent to a neural 
network module to classify the web user in to three states, satisfied with the service that they are using, not satisfied, or don’t 
care from the service providers perspective.

The proposed system can be used in the service providers to monitor the user satisfaction to estimate the quality of experience in 
real-time. Later research by another researcher will validate the effectiveness of the algorithm using data collected through a survey. 
Validation is beyond the scope of this project.
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Emirul Abd Hadi        
Schooled overseas    
Major: Telecommunications and Network Engineering   
Supervisor: Dr Amal Punchihewa    Realtime loudness control   

This project attempts to find a solution to the issue of sudden 
increase in loudness during commercials in between TV 
programmes. The main aim of this project is to develop an 
automatic loudness control system to create a pleasurable TV 
viewing environment. 

The project consists mainly of two parts, the loudness 
measurement and the loudness control. The measurement 
block measures the loudness of an audio file and determines 
its objective loudness value based on the recommendation 
developed by the ITU-R called BS.1770-1. Using the default 
value of -23 LKFS as the threshold value, if at any time the 
loudness level exceeds this value the loudness control 
will be applied. 

The loudness control block functions based on the 
idea of gain control. The gain of the audio piece is 
adjusted until the loudness reaches a value close to 
the threshold value at the parts where the loudness 
exceeds the threshold. The approach taken to 
solve the problem in this project was simulated in 
MATLAB TM. The algorithm developed was able to 
adaptively control the loudness level of the audio 
signals.
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Zuriawati Mohd Arshad        
Penang Science School, Malaysia     
Major: Telecommunications and Network Engineering 
Supervisor: Dr Amal Punchihewa 

Voiceprint analysis system    
Voice is a unique characteristic of human beings and therefore it can be 
used for authentication purposes. Together with that characteristic, the 
ability of human auditory and perception systems to effectively identify 
and recognise a speaker has motivated the idea of the project to produce a 
robust and effective speaker recognition system. 

The purpose of this project is to design software for hands-free access 
control system. The proposed software involves the voice feature extraction, 
speaker modeling and model matching. The analyses of two different feature 
extraction methods that are closely mimicking the human auditory system are 
performed to analyse their suitability for use in the speaker recognition system. 
The performance of the algorithms is compared in MATLAB platform based on 
the execution time, false rejection rate (rejecting an authorised person) and false 
acceptance rate (accepting unauthorised person).

From the result, both methods gave 100% classification rates with acceptable false 
rejection and acceptance rates without incurring high computational costs that will 
compromise the performance of the speaker recognition tasks when involve with 
higher number of speakers.
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Abraham Jadaan        
Palmerston Norh Boys’ High School     
Major: Telecommunications and Network Engineering 
Supervisor: Dr. Gourab Sen Gupta and 
A/Prof Subhas Mukhopadhyay  R/C Longline Fishing (Kontiki)   

This project involved designing and building a remote controlled 
longline fishing system. Most of the commercial longline fishing 
systems cannot be remote controlled wirelessly. 

The aim of my project is to build a wireless electric kontiki 
system using ZigBee protocol suite for wireless control. One 
of my objectives is to use a cost effective and power efficient 
protocol to control the kontiki fishing system wirelessly. Most 
of the work I have completed in this project has been in 
testing, configuring and programming the ZigBee modules; 
developing a Graphical User Interface which is used to 
control the longline fishing system; designing the structure 
of the longline system using CAD; researching and using 
different methods of implementing and building a motor 
driver, later choosing the most practical method. 

The research and methods I have implemented are a 
good basis for adding extra features such as direction 
control, speed control and a GPS system.
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Daniel Haselden        
Hamilton Boys High School    
Major: Software Engineering   
Supervisor: Dr Giovanni Moretti  

Android based universal remote   
This project was to investigate the feasibility of using a device without 
buttons “an Android Smartphone” and determine the practicality of using it 
as a type of universal remote without requiring any new programming when 
a new controllable application is introduced to the user’s PC.

The project centers around the Dell Stage, a new touch screen multimedia 
software suite. The initial release of the Dell Stage is oriented towards photos, 
music and video. The projects focus was the remote control of these three 
applications. The solution has three parts
• a device
• a remote control definition file
• an interpreter to create remotes based on this definition.

A touch screen Android Smartphone was the device of choice. However, unlike 
normal remotes, the number and size of buttons is programmable. The second part 
was the creation of a capabilities file uploaded from the Stage. This file specifies 
what each application can do and what controls are available. The remote interpreter 
then creates a layout for all of the controls, adjustable by the user. This allows the 
remote to control new applications without updating either the Stage or the remote.
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Amir Hoshang Kioumars         
Aboreyhan - IRAN      
Major: Software Engineering 
Supervisor: A/Prof Stephen Marsland  Routing in Small-World Networks    

There are many different algorithms that can be used to select 
routes between different places in the network, with the aim 
usually being to find the fastest path, since this can reduce 
network traffic and improve the quality of service, speed and 
reliability of networks. Over the past decade there has been 
a lot of investigation of a sub-class of networks called Small 
World Networks, which have the property that average 
distances between nodes are small even though the number 
of links between nodes is not that large. These are common 
in the real world, with the Internet, the power grid, and 
even neuronal connections in the brain, being Small World 
Networks. 

In this project we investigated experimentally whether 
knowing that a network was a Small World should 
change the algorithm that is used to select optimal 
routes between nodes. Two existing algorithms, 
one that computes optimal paths but is expensive 
(Dijkstra’s algorithm), and one that uses the Small 
World property to produce a greedy algorithm (by 
Kleinberg) were compared using metrics such 
as optimality, number of visited nodes, and the 
computational time to find a path. A modification 
of Kleinberg’s algorithm was proposed that finds 
slightly shorter paths. 
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Anandita Verma         
Mount Roskill Grammar School     
Major: Electronics and Communication Engineering     
Supervisor: Dr Fakhrul Alam  

Intelligent Traffic Systems    
The objective of the project is to investigate the operational effectiveness 
of Fuzzy Logic Diamond Interchange (FLDI) by constructing and simulating 
a virtual test bed in AIMSUN. FLDI deals with the operations of diamond 
interchange and ramp metering. It responds to traffic variations in real 
time. Diamond interchanges are constructed in the popular traffic simulation 
software AIMSUN. In this study, the Greville Interchange, Upper Highway 
Diamond Interchange and Tristram Interchange of the Northern Motorway of 
Auckland North Shore are used as the test bed for the developed FLDI model. 

The model is implemented in the three interchanges and simulated in AIMSUN. 
The results are compared against those of a conventional traffic actuated 
controller. The parameters used to measure performance are the flow, volume 
and demand of the traffic, and the travel time. Measurement of the performance of 
each diamond interchange is based on the effective traffic flow of the downstream, 
ramp and two intersections that are connected in each interchange. We hope to 
demonstrate that the FLDI will decrease the overall traffic congestion of the system 
than other systems operating conventional traffic actuated controllers.
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Chemica l & Bioprocess Engineering
New Zealand’s economy is strongly based on adding value to bio-derived materials through 
processing. Traditional export industries are increasingly looking to innovations in biotechnology and 
nanotechnology to develop processes for new products or ingredients from New Zealand resources.

Graduates in Chemical & Bioprocess Engineering are found in a wide range of chemical and 
bioprocesing industries worldwide. They hold positions as process engineer, production manager, 
consulting engineer and chemical engineer. 

The Gecko
Gecko feet are covered in little hairs. Each hair is 
about 200 to 500 nanometers wide. The adhesive 
power of a centimeter of gecko foot is about 10 
Newtons. The principles of the Gecko feet have 
formed the foundation for the development of Gecko 
tape, which is projected to have a wide range of 
industrial applications due to its strength, ease of 
removal and lack of residue.
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Muna Muhammad Al Darwish         
Al Rayaih High School      
Major: Bioprocess Engineering  
Supervisor: A/Prof Pak-Lam Yu  Lactoferricin: Purification and Testing   

Lactoferrin (Lf) is a protein found in human and bovine milk. Bovine 
Lf has shown strong beneficial effects on the health of human and 
animasl e.g. antibacterial, anti-cancer, and anti-inflammatory 
effects. In order to understand the antimicrobial activity of 
Lactoferricin and to produce it as a recombinant molecule, it 
was important to study the structure of the peptide chain and 
its characteristics. 

This research started by taking bovine lactoferrin from cow’s 
milk and hydrolysed it in using porcine pepsin. The peptic 
digested material was then subjected to chromatography 
using the weak cation-exchange resin

Two fractions were collected: F1 (negatively charged 
molecule) and F2 (positively charged molecules).The two 
fractions, after neutralization, were subjected to freeze 
drying. The freeze-dried samples F1, F2, and lactoferrin 
samples before and after digestion were tested by the 
plate assay technique for antibacterial activity against 
Escherichia coli 0111 using Polymyxin B as the 
positive control and 0.1% acetic acid as the negative 
control. 

Results indicated antibacterial activity was present 
in pepsin-digested lactoferrin F2 sample (see 
attached photo). Thus, purification of lactoferricin 
was achieved through peptic digestion of bovine 
lactoferrin and fractionation of the hydrolysate 
using cation exchange chromatography and the 
active peptide is positively charged molecule.
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Laura Peacy (nee Penny)        
Palmerston North Girls High School    
Major: Biotechnology    
Supervisor: A/Prof Tony Paterson  

Lactose crystal measurement   
Alpha-lactose crystals need a volume shape factor (VSF) to account for 
their tomahawk shape to be able to design efficient settling equipment. 
The Stokes’ settling diameter (i.e. the diameter of a sphere with the same 
density and settling velocity as the crystal) was used to determine the VSF 
of lab grown lactose crystals with longest lengths around 1mm. To prove the 
calculated VSF of 0.60 ± 0.02 holds for crystals with smaller lengths, further 
validation of this VSF was required using crystals with longest lengths less than 
900µm.

Lactose crystals sourced from suppliers were individually measured under a 
light microscope and then dropped into the beaker of supersaturated lactose and 
glycerol solution. The time it took for the crystal to drop a measured distance was 
recorded and the terminal settling velocity and consequently settling diameter was 
calculated. The VSF formulated for crystals of longest lengths 280µm to 900µm is 
0.752 ± 0.006, assuming a linear relationship between Stokes’ settling diameter and 
crystal longest length. The VSF of crystals sourced from suppliers may be different 
to the VSF of lab grown crystals, but both VSF values calculated in this experiment 
maintain linearity.
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Zachary Clark         
Palmerston Norh Boys’ High School     
Major: Chemical and Nanotechnology  
Supervisor: Prof John Bronlund  Bean Sugars and Flatulence    

Beans are a good source of fibre and carbohydrate.  However, 
they also contain sugars that are thought to contribute to 
flatulence (farting) due to their fermentation in the lower 
intestine. For some, this is a stumbling block to consuming 
bean based products. These sugars are oligosaccharides 
such as raffinose and stachyose. One method to reduce these 
oligosaccharides is the addition of an enzyme to the bean 
flour before processing methods, such as extrusion are 
applied. The alpha-galactosidase enzyme used breaks down 
oligosaccharides to the simpler, component sugars, such as 
sucrose and galactose, which are readily digestible. 

The effect of flour grade and the amount of water added 
on the degree of oligosaccharide reduction in the bean 
flour was investigated. Sugar concentrations were 
determined using HPLC. In lab scale experiments the 
finer grade bean flour (75µm) was found to give a 
significantly higher reduction of oligosaccharides. The 
effect of water added was tested at relatively low 
amounts (30% and 50%). This was in order to find if 
the enzymatic treatment could feasibly be applied 
directly before extrusion. Significant reduction was 
successfully demonstrated at the low water level 
condition.
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Nai Kong         
Schooled Overseas 
Major: Chemical and Nanotechnology 
Supervisor: A/Prof Tony Paterson and Dr Lu Zhang  

Melting of Mozzarella Cheese   
A good pizza is often associated with cheese toppings that can melt well. 
Cheese melting is complex and understanding this mechanism helps to gain 
better control in the cheese manufacturing process.

The aim of the project was to verify the relationship between the dielectric 
measurements and the release of free water during cheese melting. The 
objectives were to obtain dielectric measurements of two Mozzarella cheese 
samples (mature and young), and compare the results with known free water 
detection test, which were water activity test and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
(NMR) test. 

The findings of the project showed a strong linear correlation of free water 
fraction and dielectric loss constant of the cheese sample from 5 - 750C. Young 
cheese has a steeper linear relationship over mature cheese. Future work can be 
done to study how this fingerprint information obtained can be used as a quality 
control technique in cheese manufacturing process.
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Ryan Ennis         
Lindisfarne College, Hastings 
Major: Chemical and Nanotechnology 
Supervisor: Dr Nicola Powell  Improving energy recover  

from organic wastes
My 4th year research project involved investigating different 
pre-treatment methods for anaerobic digestion of organic waste. 
Anaerobic digestion is a process where organic material is 
converted into methane which is a potential alternative energy 
source. However, using pre-treatments it might be possible 
to extract more methane in a shorter amount of time which 
reduces the size and cost of the system needed.

My primary objective was to determine the best pre-
treatment method taking into account economical 
feasibility. Pre-treatment variables that were considered 
included different physical, chemical and biological 
treatments. The main measured parameter was the 
chemical oxygen demand, (COD) which directly 
measured the change in concentration of the samples. 

A second set of experiments were carried out which 
further focused on the identified optimal conditions. 
The main challenge of this project is to determine 
whether it is economically viable to convert to large 
scale production.

CONFID
ENTIAL
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Mohd Salihin Bin Mohd Saidi         
Schooled Overseas 
Major: Chemical and Nanotechnology 
Supervisor: Dr Nicola Powell  

Recovering energy from organic wastes   
Organic municipal waste such as grass clippings, leaves, branches and 
food waste that goes into landfills could produce nasty leachate that leads 
to pollution. Composting is a good solution but these wastes contain large 
amounts of potential energy that is wasted by composting.

My project looked at recovering some of this energy that is normally lost. 
The process used to recover the energy is called anaerobic digestion where 
microorganisms break down the waste and form methane which can be used 
as a source of renewable energy. 

The main objective was to establish which wastes could be used to recover 
energy and how long this process takes for each of the different types of waste. 
My project involved testing these wastes in a new process technology being 
developed here at Massey.

CONFID
ENTIAL
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Matthew Fox         
Bethlehem College      
Major: Chemical and Nanotechnology  
Supervisor: A/Prof Jim Jones  Biochar pyrolysis unit   

Global interest in biochar has began only in the past few years, 
and the production of biochar, through pyrolysis, is a potential 
answer to the growing number of global threats such as climate 
change, poverty, declining agriculture, scarcity of water and 
fertilizer shortage. 

I designed a unit that resembles the core of a large scale 
pyrolyser for pilot plant production of biochar. The core 
was modelled by dividing the reactor into six, detachable 
sub-reactors, which allows reactor length to be varied. 
This allows secondary reactors of tar vapour to be 
analysed. Two sub-reactors were constructed and tested 
experimentally in a furnace at 400-550 C, with an average 
char yield of 27 wt%. 

The design concept was proven to be operational. 
Attributes of the design include the size and simplicity 
of the reactor. This will allow for numerous samples of 
biochar to be made with less difficulty and cost than a 
larger pyrolysis unit.
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Gad Erlangga         
Freyberg High School     
Major: Chemical and Nanotechnology 
Supervisor: Prof Clive Davies  

Reactor system for water decontamination   
The titanium dioxide photo catalytic reactor was successfully constructed 
to run a controlled experiment to find optimum parameters for water 
decontamination. To test the reactor, an experiment was done involving 
methylene blue degradation through advanced oxidation processes 
generated from the interaction between titanium dioxide and ultra violet light. 
The investigated parameters are the following: 
• initial methylene blue
• ultraviolet light intensity
• and, water flow rate. 

The results show that the reactor achieved an inefficient methylene blue 
degradation ranging from 0.3 to 1.5 mg/L for 12 hours reactor operation time. 
Further experiments to investigate the minimum liquid residence time and the 
optimum water thickness on the titanium dioxide active surface are proposed to 
achieve optimum water decontamination. 

In conclusion, the reactor constructed still required further improvements particularly 
in the ultraviolet light source and control system.
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Trevor Maton         
Waihi College      
Major: Chemical and Nanotechnology  
Supervisor: Prof Clive Davies   Ti02 Kitset Reactor    

The primary objective for this project was to design a solar reactor 
for rural areas in developing countries and disaster areas. The 
solar reactor would be used to decontaminate water and bring 
it to a drinking standard using the photo-catalytic capability of 
titanium dioxide.

The solar reactor had to be light and robust so that it could 
be set up quickly in areas where clean water was urgently 
needed. A reactor was constructed of materials found in 
an everyday hardware store and was very cheap to make. 
Titanium dioxide was adsorbed to a plastic film where 
water was circulated over the top of it whilst being subject 
to sunlight. Titanium dioxide particles become active 
when subject to ultra violet radiation and, when in 
contact with certain molecules, has the ability to oxidise 
or reduce the molecule. 

The water treatment capability of the unit was 
measured using methylene blue dye as a contaminant. 
Over time the concentration of blue dye decreased 
due to titanium dioxide oxidising the organic 
structure of the dye molecules.
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Cyril Laugeon         
Schooled Overseas    
Major: Environmental Technology and Sustainable Energy    
Supervisor: Dr Beniot Guieysse  

Biomass decay under dark conditions
Microalgae are versatile microorganisms commonly used for the 
commercial production of chemicals used as, for instance, food 
complements and animal feed. Several technologies and culture methods 
are used to cultivate microalgae industrially. Unfortunately, issues such 
as biomass loss at night (or, more generally, under conditions of low light 
supply) still hinder large scale algae production. 

Chlorella vulgaris is a common species of microalgae used in algaculture. 
It served as model microorganism in this project to investigate and quantify 
biomass loss under dark conditions at various temperatures. Chlorella vulgaris 
was first pre-cultivated under sterile conditions. It was then inoculated into a 
continuously illuminated photobioreactor used to generate large amounts of 
biomass. The biomass harvested from the reactor was used in series of batch 
tests carried out to quantify biomass loss at night and determine its possible 
mechanisms. Several techniques and parameters including dry weight, gas 
chromatography, Bradford protein assay, Kjeldahl nitrogen assay, chlorophyll 
concentration, pH and Optical Density were used to monitor biomass concentration 
and possible decay products. 

The outcomes of the research were however inconclusive in establishing the 
mechanisms of biomass loss as time constraints and technical difficulties made this 
task very challenging. Recommendations were however given to improve subsequent 
research.
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Scott Russell         
Palmerston Norh Boys’ High School     
Major: Environmental Technology and Sustainable Energy  
Supervisor: Prof John Bronlund  Methane Oxidation in a Biofilter  

My project looked at mathematically modelling consumption of 
methane from dairy farm ponds using a soil biofilter. The biofilter 
modelled during the project is being developed by Landcare 
Research as an alternative to burning methane from dairy farm 
ponds. This system is a lower cost alternative to systems such 
as anaerobic digestion which collect methane for energy 
production, and would be used in situations where constant 
monitoring of the digestion process is not feasible or 
economic. 

The project required literature research into the 
mechanisms occurring inside biofilters, including:
•  the diffusion of gas through soil
•  microbial kinetics 
•  how these parameters have been mathematically 
  modelled in similar situations. 

Experimental work was required to determine 
parameters for the model, in particular rate constants 
for the consumption of methane and oxygen. A 
sample of the soil was taken from the Landcare 
biofilter and exposed to different concentrations 
of methane to get constant populations of 
microorganisms. With these steady state 
populations, experiments were done to find the 
rate constants and the variation of these rate 
constants with different populations. Results 
from these experiments were combined with 
the literature review to produce a mathematical 
model that can be used to aid the design of 
biofilters.88
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Food Technology
New Zealand’s economy is largely reliant on the production and export of food products. 
As such, adding value to raw products like milk, meat and fruits are paramount to maintaining 
growth in New Zealand. Food Technology encompasses core sciences and engineering to 
take raw ingredients and convert them to highly valuable and sort after products. 

With a broad knowledge of the food industry, Food Technology graduates are well respected 
in industry and fill a wide range of roles from new product development to manufacturing  
and process improvement positions. 

The Scuid
How does a squid, whose body is soft and supple, have a beak that is 
considered one of the hardest organic materials in natures? Here you have 
a ‘cutting tool’ that’s extremely hard and stiff at its tip and is attached to a 
material – the muscular buccal mass – that has the consistency of Jell-O.
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Steffen Friedrich         
Michael Park School     
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: A/Prof Marie Wong  Novel canola oil bleaching method   

Bleaching is an important step in the refinement of edible 
vegetable oils. Undesirable compounds are removed from the oil 
by using a bleaching clay which absorbs compounds such as 
chlorophylls, free fatty acids and phospholipids. Conventional 
refining of Canola oil results in a loss of natural antioxidants 
(tocopherols) and can an increase in trans fatty acids. 

The aim of this project is to produce high quality bleached 
Canola oil with the majority of antioxidants retained and 
at the same time achieve a low trans fatty acid content. 
Different bleaching clays will be investigated including 
an acid activated clay, a natural activated clay and a 
neutral activated clay. The quality of the refined oil 
will be measured on the level of oxidation products, 
the fatty acid profile and the tocopherol content. Gas 
chromatography mass spectrometer (GCMS) can 
identify individual fatty acids including trans fatty acids, 
and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 
can identify individual tocopherols.
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Hayley Stewart          
Wanganui High School      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Dr Lara Matia-Merino and Mr Allan Hardacre  

Croquette-style batter   
Croquettes are small cakes or balls of minced food that are usually coated 
with breadcrumbs and deep-fried in oil. A batter forms the interface 
between the minced food and breadcrumbs. This batter should be golden 
brown, crispy, homogeneous, robust, heat lamp tolerant and have low oil 
uptake. Properties of the raw batter, such as batter viscosity, are also critical 
to control. 

The objective of this project was to investigate the effect of various ingredients 
on both raw and final-fried batter attributes. Using cycles of rheological testing 
and deep-frying, knowledge about suitable types and levels of starches and 
hydrocolloid gums for use in batters was gained. Knowledge on the links between 
the rheological properties and the handling, appearance and final texture of 
batters was also gained, particularly with respect to the relationship between raw 
batter viscosity and the amount of batter that clings to the inner food product. 

Finally, measurement of the oil uptake of batters during deep-frying provided clear 
support for the use of hydrocolloid gums in batter formulations.
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Anna Radich          
Sacred Heart Girls College New Plymouth 
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Mr Allan Hardacre  Wholegrain extruded puff snack   

The object of this project was to produce a whole grain extruded 
puffed snack. There has been a noticeable shift towards healthier 
snack product in the past few years; partially due to the push for 
healthier snack options in schools. 

An area where there are currently no healthier alternatives is 
the extruded snack product market. The main objective of this 
project was to produce a product that could claim a “source 
of wholegrain”.  A “source of wholegrain” product needs to 
have 8g of wholegrain per serve and 16g of wholegrain per 
serve. Wholegrain products appear to be doing very well 
in general, although there are currently no wholegrain 
extruded products on the market. 

The project was carried out using a twin screw extruder. 
The main base ingredients for the puff snack were a 
combination of corn grits and hominey. Hominey is 
the by product produced when making corn grits and 
when combined back with corn grits in a 50/50 mix a 
100% wholegrain product can be produced. 
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Joseph Relph          
Awatapu College 
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Mr Allan Hardacre  

Nutri-dense snack bar   
Energy and nutrition bars are a rapidly developing market. The bars are 
popular amongst office workers, who can keep them in their briefcases and 
store a quick solution for hunger. The high protein content makes it more 
attractive as a snack for athletes as well.

The aim of this project was to develop a nutritional snack product that can 
capitalize on the expected growth of this food category. A nutritional snack 
bar was developed, containing 25% of the RDI for 16 vitamins and minerals. 
Elevated levels of protein allow consumers to be satiated, providing an ideal 
meal replacement alternative to products such as One Square Meal. The key 
ingredient developed for the product was cranberries, well known for their 
antioxidant powers, as well as natural ingredients such as sunflower, pumpkin, 
and sesame seeds.

To further increase the protein levels, various protein sources were investigated 
for their suitability to be included in the binder of the bar. The protein/starch binder 
controlled the final texture of the bar, with bar hardness being a key attribute 
influencing consumer acceptance. The final formulation developed was a soft and 
chewy bar, with high acceptability to consumers.
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Natalie Martin          
Napier Girls High School    
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Dr Alistair Carr Protein fortification of caramel    

Increasing consumer demand for food that can be eaten on the go 
and that is both healthy and tastes good has created a new food 
category – healthy indulgent snacks. To take advantage of this 
growth market this project looked at fortifying caramel for use in 
bar layers with a whey protein concentrate. 

The main issue with the addition of protein to caramel systems 
is that the protein causes an increase in browning and 
hardening on storage. The hardening issue was solved by 
adjusting the water content of the existing formulation to 
take into account the water associated with the protein at 
the water activity of the caramel as predicted by moisture 
sorption isotherms for the protein. 

The browning problem was controlled by lowering the 
temperatures used during processing to evaporate 
water through manipulation of the processing 
pressures. Reformulation and temperature changes 
created a caramel with a texture and colour similar 
to that of a non fortified commercial sample and 
provided the sponsor with the ability to create 
caramels with whey protein concentrate content of 
up to 18%.
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Alysha Baggett          
Napier Girls High School 
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Dr John Grigor  

Consumer perceptions of energy drinks   
Caffeine is a hot topic in the drinks business all around the world. In recent 
years the energy drinks sector has seen a substantial market growth 
becoming the fastest growing soft drinks category in New Zealand.

It is for this reason that the appeal and consumption of energy drinks will 
only increase in years to come. However, increased consumer awareness 
surrounding the effects of caffeine and its uses in energy drinks has raised 
concerns over the safety and regulatory aspects surrounding these drinks. 

New Zealand has been slow on re-evaluating the current regulatory laws 
leading to a proposed self regulated industry guide for the regulation of energy 
shots. However, as there is little information relating to the factors that drive 
consumer purchase and repurchase, especially surrounding the caffeine content 
of these drinks, this project aims to assess these issues to ensure the legislation is 
sufficiently amended.
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Melinda Rawlings          
Otorohanga College      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Mr Michael Parker  Utilizing Second Grade Avocado Fruit   

New Zealand avocado production is expected to double within 
the next three years leading to an estimated domestic market 
oversupply of up to 2 million trays of second grade fruit. Avocado 
processing can be used to provide a home for this second grade 
fruit thereby preventing it from entering into the fresh market. 

Processing of avocado, however, is very difficult. Processing 
leads to deteriorative reactions such as browning, during 
storage, as well as the development of rancid flavours and 
aromas. Two processing and packaging methods have been 
developed that will prevent such problems in two avocado 
products; avocado guacamole and avocado smoothie. 

Avocado guacamole was preserved, using hurdle 
technology, for a period of at least six weeks at 
refrigeration temperatures. Additionally, avocado 
smoothie was preserved and stabilised for a period of 
at least six weeks at refrigeration temperatures. For 
both products there was no significant difference 
in flavour, odour and texture between control 
and preserved samples. Even after six weeks, 
at refrigerated storage, both products were still 
considered to be highly acceptable with regard to 
colour, flavour, odour and texture. 
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Owen Fisher          
Katikati College, Bay of Plenty      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Phill Dromgool  

Powdered Rehydration Supplement   
This product development project was to develop a rehydration 
supplement in a powdered form to rehydrate consumers after a night out 
consuming large amount of alcohol. The drink can also be used during and 
after exercise. Similar to many ready to drink rehydration drinks, the product 
contains electrolytes to help replace lost electrolytes during exercise and 
after a night out. 

The product comes in a handy 10 pack so that 10 drinks can be made without 
having to go to the supermarket so often. Each sachet has 39grams of powder 
and the sachet can be added to 500ml of water. As there is no water in the 
product it is easily transported as it is lighter and smaller, therefore a sachet can 
be stored in a person’s pocket or handbag.  

A number of tests were carried out to compare the developed product against 
existing product on the market. The result showed that 68% of consumers preferred 
the developed drinks over the products currently on the market.
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Joshua Wilkinson          
Waimea College      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Dr Richard Love   Temperature control of a micro brewery    

Massey University has a 200 litre microbrewery. Significant 
temperature control problems on the steam jacketed wort boiler 
were affecting the texture, bitterness and clarity of brews, which 
are all qualities required for consumer satisfaction. 

This project investigated methods to improve temperature 
control, which included: resizing the steam valve, replacing 
the steam with a reticulated hot water system, and/or 
better tuning of the existing controllers. As a result, a new 
innovative control system was installed, with a better tuned 
controller which took into account the various modes 
of operation required at different stages in the brewing 
process. 

The new system means that Massey’s future student 
brewers will have much better control over the beer 
attributes. This is a significant improvement, and very 
satisfying for both the brewer and the consumer of 
Massey’s student beers!
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Stephanus Van der Merwe         
Palmerston North Boys High School      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: A/Prof Steve Flint  

Tempeh based vegetarian sausage   
Tempeh, a highly nutritious meat analogue produced from fermented 
soy beans, was used to develop a vegetarian sausage. The method used 
to produce tempeh was evaluated. Several critical issues were identified 
including the size of the soy beans for de-hulling, the moisture content of the 
soy beans before inoculation and the concentration of the starter culture. 

Based on popular trialed recipes, different formulations were prepared for 
testing to develop the final recipe. The final formulation was of an acceptable 
quality based on initial sensory sampling and was taken through to a full 
consumer sensory analysis involving 32 participants. The product was rated on 
the appearance, aroma, flavour, saltiness, juiciness, firmness, overall texture, skin 
liking, and overall liking. 

The results were very encouraging with only the saltiness and firmness needing 
to be altered. A new formulation was proposed that addressed these issues, and 
nutritional analysis and financial analysis was carried out. The analysis showed 
that the sausage compared well to others in regards to its nutritional profile, and the 
ingredient cost was comparable to that of other sausages. The results indicate that the 
product could be competitive on the market.
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Adri Bakker          
Middleton Grange School    
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Dr Owen McCarthy  Water Activity Investigation   

At Heinz Wattie’s in Christchurch peas, beans and carrots are 
dehydrated in large tunnel dryers for the New Zealand and export 
markets. Vegetables are often dehydrated to a moisture content 
below that required by specification which results in a loss of 
yield.

The first objective of this project was to develop a process 
control procedure to enable the specified moisture content to 
be reached more consistently. An investigation was carried 
out to determine whether water activity measurements 
can be used to predict the moisture content of dehydrated 
vegetables. It was found that the relationship between 
water activity and moisture content is unique for each 
product and moisture sorption isotherms which graph 
moisture content vs. water activity can be used to 
predict moisture content. A procedure was developed 
in which water activity measurements are taken just 
before vegetables enter the last stage of drying.  

The second objective was to determine the 
upper limit of moisture content which would not 
compromise vegetable shelf life or quality. Shelf life 
testing revealed that 6.5% is the upper limit and 
the most significant degradation reactions of peas 
and carrots is lipid oxidation which causes an 
off-flavour.  
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Kate Rennie          
Taumarunui High School      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Mr Allan Hardacre  

Extruded wholegrain crispbread   
Currently there is a consumer trend towards products that contain high 
levels of wholegrain and fibre. Therefore companies are extending their 
product lines to include wholegrain varieties to meet customers demands.

This project was conducted with the aim of developing a wholegrain extruded 
crispbread product to extend the company’s current product line. From a 
market survey of existing products, possible ingredients were determined. The 
wholegrain extruded product was developed using a twin-screw co-rotating 
extruder. Operating conditions were established using a corn base, and the 
effect of different levels of wholegrain ingredients was investigated. Using the 
results, a five grain crispbread was developed.

The final product contains over 80% wholegrains. Therefore, a claim of one serving 
delivering a “source of wholegrains” can be made. One serving of the wholegrain 
crispbread also contains 10% protein, 4.5% fibre and is 98.3% fat free could also be 
made. The product is consistent texture-wise with the company’s existing crispbread 
products and other existing wholegrain crispbreads.
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Peter Rowney          
Heretaunga College     
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Mr Michael Parker    American Style Cookie 

This style of cookie is reasonably easy to achieve as a ‘fresh’ 
product but when a certain shelf life is required formulation 
becomes more difficult. The first part of this project involved 
creating a model to understand the effect different ingredients 
and processing conditions had on the final texture of the 
cookie. The final part involved formulating 3 different cookie 
varieties.
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Nick Devcich          
St Kentigern College      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Dr Tony Mutukumira  

High Pressure Processing of Orange Juice    
The use of high pressure processing to preserve food products is a new 
and developing technology in the food industry. The preservation of the 
sensory properties of food products achieved by high pressure processing 
would be of great advantage to those manufacturers intending to gain a 
competitive edge on the market. The aim of this project is to investigate the 
effects of high pressure processing and thermal processing of orange juice 
with regards to consumer sensory evaluation, microbial content, vitamin C 
content and viscosity. 
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Travis Mathews          
Dargaville High School      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Mr Allan Hardacre  Controlled binding of hash browns   

Springbrook Foods is a food manufacturer in Blenheim that makes 
specialty sauces, garlic and potato products. They identified that 
the hash browns being created by their process were too soggy. 
It was also established that there was a need to develop a 
binder for the hash browns as the one currently being used was 
expensive and had to be purchased bulk from overseas. The 
aims of my project work were: 

•  To establish processing conditions to make hash browns 
on a lab scale.

•  To develop a binder that works as well as the previous 
binder and resolves the sogginess problems in the 
hash browns.

•  To develop and carry out mechanical tests on the hash 
browns to evaluate the quality of the binder, and 
establish which combination of ingredients creates 
the most effective binder

• To do a sensory evaluation on the hash browns 
created and compare them to the previous and 
competitor formulations
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Peter Zimmermann          
Stratford High School     
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: A/Prof Matt Golding  

Freeze-thaw stable yoghurt   
My project was to develop a freeze thaw stable yoghurt that could 
be freeze cycled with minimal change in product structure or quality 
attributes, such as appearance or texture. For yoghurts prepared using 
conventional processing and formulation, freezing of the products results in 
syneresis occurs and the yoghurt develops an unpleasant lumpy, curd-like 
texture.

This project investigated solutions to the prevention of these detrimental 
effects, trying to identify ingredient systems that would provide a protective 
effect to the yoghurt structure on freezing and subsequent thawing. The use of 
biopolymers such as freeze-thaw resistant starch was found to be contributory in 
the prevention of syneresis, and when combined with pectin, was also found to be 
successful in maintaining the textural characteristics of the product.
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Rebecca Mitchell          
Garin College      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Mr Allan Hardacre    Reduced sugar, high fibre confectionary   

This project developed a confectionery gum with reduced sugar 
and increased dietary fibre content that was palatable to the 
regular confectionery consumer. There is a small segment of the 
confectionery market that has yet to be expanded on: healthy 
confectionery, and for this project this market was examined.

The development process used for this project was successful 
determining at what levels of insoluble wheat fibre and 
Raftilose, (a sweet tasting soluble fibre,) could be used whilst 
still obtaining a water activity below the recommended 0.60. 
Twin screw extrusion was able to effectively produce a 
confectionery gum product.

Through an extensive development process, wheat 
fibre was successful at replacing 10% wheat flour and 
Raftilose was successful at replacing 10% of sugars. 
The experimental trials varied the level of wheat 
fibre inclusion and measured the effects on water 
activity when different sugars were used. The final 
formulation was successful in obtaining a product 
with high dietary fibre at 18.70g/100g; enabling a 
claim of a “good source” of dietary fibre to be 
made. 
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Blake Ellison          
James Hargest High School      
Major: Food Technology  
Supervisor: Dr Richard Love  

Spiced beer development   
This project developed a spiced beer brewed in Massey University’s 
micro-brewery and targeted at consumers aged between 20 and 30 
years old. Ginger was used for spicing trial “lager” style beers, and 
variations with alcohol contents between 4% and 6% were brewed. The 
different formulations were compared on the basis of alcohol content, 
colour, bitterness, beer foam head, ginger compounds present, and sensory 
evaluation. 

Sensory evaluation found that ginger beer produced via a commercially 
available ginger beer kit was preferable, although the colour of the developed 
beers was preferred. Recommendations for further work are to: 
• increase the amount of ginger added
• lower the bitterness, and make the beer sweeter by either adding non-  
 fermentable sugars
• or, limiting the amount of fermentable sugars developed during starch   
 conversion.
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